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The article examines: (i) the reasons of error due to thermoelectric inhomogeneity of electrodes of thermocouples acquired
during prolonged use; (ii) the neural network method of error correction based on a generalization of verification results in several
temperature fields; (iii) the method of investigating the impact of changing the speed of the conversion characteristic drift of
thermocouple on error correction; (iv) results of this investigation. It is shown that residual error for type K thermocouples at the
5 % level of significance does not exceed µ±0.46 ºС and one at the 10 % level of significance does not exceed ±0.25 °С.
Keywords: Temperature measurement errors, thermocouple, error due to inhomogeneity.

as well. Thus, change of temperature field along
thermoelectrodes leads to changes in output signal even if
the temperatures of hot and cold junctions remain the same.
This inhomogeneity error led to the formulation of the
hypothesis [13] that it is impossible to decrease the error of
thermocouple. Let us consider the impact mechanism of the
error due to inhomogeneity for developing a method of its
correction.
Impact
mechanism
of
thermocouple
electrode
inhomogeneity acquired on a generated thermo-e.m.f is
explained in Fig.1. [18]. There is a thermocouple chromelalumel in Fig.1.a), that consists of chromel and alumel
electrodes. This thermocouple is utilized in thermal field of
an object which is defined by the line ABCD.
Thermoelectrodes deteriorated due to oxidation of their
components, diffusion of admixtures, recrystallization, etc.
[14] during their usage time τ . Therefore, СС of section,

1. INTRODUCTION

T

HERMOCOUPLES (TC) are the most widely used
temperature sensors [1] in the range 500-1500 °С in
industry, despite their considerable drawbacks. That is
why sensors with different physical background have been
studied. There are Distributed temperature sensing systems,
laser sensors, and thermal noise thermometer [2] sensors.
But these types of sensors are still less precise and less safe
than thermocouples. The main drawback of thermocouples
is their relatively high error, which dominates in
measurement channel. Therefore, error of sensor is the
biggest error among errors of other components of
measurement channel [3-5]. The same situation is typical for
other sensors [6, 7].This fact calls for research of effective
error decreasing methods.
General temperature measurement error of thermocouples
can be split into a few components. For most of them the
reliable methods of error correction are known. Like for the
following components: (i) initial deviation of conversion
characteristics (CC) of thermocouples from nominal [7]; (ii)
significant deviation of CC during operation, which is
connected with degradation of electrodes of thermocouples
under influence of high temperature and operation time [5,
9-11]; (iii) error caused by cold junction effect, and so on [1,
2, 12].
But the most critical error is error caused by
inhomogeneity of thermoelectrodes of thermocouple. This
inhomogeneity is acquired during operation under influence
of time and high temperature. Inhomogeneity has been
considered to be a problem for a long time [13, 14]. But
modern authors argue inhomogeneity is still a serious
problem [15, 16], and it is considered to be the main reason
of thermocouple error [17]. Estimated value of
inhomogeneity error according to [16] is about 5-10 ºC for
type K thermocouples.
For homogeneous thermocouple, output electromotive
force (e.m.f.) is functionally dependent on the temperature
difference between hot and cold junctions. But for an
inhomogeneous thermocouple, which was used in operating
conditions, e.m.f. depends on the profile of temperature field

i.e.

li deviates from the nominal. The deviation of

τ and a
given temperature Ti that is applied to the section li is
thermocouple CC from the nominal ∆T for time

shown in Figs.1.b) and 1.c) [19].
If a profile of a temperature field that is observed along the
thermoelectrodes has been changed (new value is AB1C1D),
then the section li moves from the temperature of a regular
operation

Ti to the temperature Ti+1 . Thus, deviation of CC

of both thermoelectrodes from the nominal will be changed
(within this section li ). This deviation will change from the
old value of the temperature

Ti to the new one Ti+1 (shown

with the arrows in Figs.1.b) and 1.c)). Similar changes will
be observed for other sections of thermocouples that are
found in the area of temperature gradient. Therefore,
thermo-e.m.f that is generated by thermocouple will change,
though temperatures of the hot and cold junctions will
remain unchanged (Fig.1.a)). Thus, an error of temperature
measurement from thermoelectric inhomogeneity of
electrodes of thermocouple appears. The mentioned feature
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2. METHOD FOR CORRECTION OF THE ERROR OF ACQUIRED

of old thermocouples (that were used for a long time at high
temperature) led to the conclusion that thermocouple errors
cannot be corrected.
B

B1

T

THERMOELECTRIC HETEROGENEITY OF THERMOCOUPLES

Assume the total prediction error of a drift (that is
evaluated experimentally) is distributed among the segments
of thermocouple correctly. Afterwards, a correction of
individual mathematical models of CC drift for all segments
of the thermocouples is provided. Thus, prediction error for
other profiles of temperature fields converges to zero. This
principle was used for the proposed method [24].
First implementation of the proposed method requires the
following operations:
1. splitting each thermoelectrode into N segments equal in
length;
2. CC of each segment is considered to be constant in length;
3. verification of TC into 2N profiles of temperature field;
4. solving the following system of equations.
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Fig.1. Creation of an error obtained in the process of continuous
exploitation of the thermoelectric irregularity in thermocouple
electrodes.

All attempts for decreasing the error of acquired
inhomogeneity [20, 21] showed that correction of drift of
CC should be done for each segment of thermoelectrode
separately. Such correction can be performed by drift
prediction for each segment using individual mathematical
model. Unfortunately, the continuous individual prediction
of CC drift of segment is not reliable. High accuracy of
prediction can be achieved by its periodic correction using
the determined values of real CC drift from the nominal.
Meanwhile, verification or calibration of thermocouple
allows us to obtain a total error for all segments of TC. This
total error should be distributed between all segments. There
were proposed four possible empirical criteria for error
distribution among drift models for separate segments [22].
But these criteria have never been proved experimentally.
Indeed, incorrect criteria may increase impact on
temperature measurements caused by error of acquired
inhomogeneity.
Detailed analysis of error of acquired heterogeneity
features was performed in [23]. Such analysis enabled the
development of methods for error correction of acquired
inhomogeneity and its compensation [24, 25]. Method for
correction of this error was proposed in [24]. It is based on
experimental research of thermocouple error. These
experiments are performed during the periodical verification
of thermocouple that is located in different temperature
fields.
Main goal of this paper is to research error of method for
acquired thermoelectric inhomogeneity of thermocouple
error correction [24] that is caused by specific variation of
CC drift of segments of the electrode process.

where

∆1X−1 … ∆1X− N

–

prediction

for

individual

mathematical models of CC drift for segments of chromel
from 1 to N in the first profile of temperature field of
verification (the first subscript defines the number of
temperature field; the subscript after the dash defines the
number of a segment);

∆X2-1 K ∆X2- N K ∆X2N-1 K ∆X2N-N

–

prediction for individual mathematical models of CC drift
for segments of chromel from 1 to N in profiles 2 - 2N
of temperature field of verification;

∆1A−1 … ∆1A− N –

prediction for individual mathematical models of CC drift
for segments of alumel from 1 to N in the first profile of
temperature
field
of
verification;

∆A2-1 K ∆A2- N K ∆A2N-1 K ∆A2N-N

– prediction for individual

mathematical models of CC drift for segments of alumel
from 1 to N in profiles 2 - 2N of temperature field of
verification;

D
∆1D … ∆2N
– real deviation of TC CC from

nominal in profiles 1 - 2N of temperature field of
verification.
If the amount of profiles for verifying temperature field
equals to the amount of segments that form both electrodes,
then set (1) has the unique solution. Equalizing coefficients

k1X … k NX for all chromel segments and k1A … k NA for all
alumel segments can be evaluated unambiguously. These
coefficients will decrease prediction error for individual
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mathematical models of СС drift for the segments of both
electrodes. This will lead to improving prediction accuracy
in general and, therefore, to improving accuracy of
temperature measurements.
Main disadvantage of the described method is high labor
coefficient of such periodical verification. Also the collision
appears. There is a condition that within one segment СС
drift is the same, therefore, we can use this fact as a criterion
for picking up segments. Thus, the amount of segments N
should be increased for improving prediction accuracy.
Then, individual mathematical models of segment drift can
describe more precisely a trend of drift of CC of segments.
But with the increasing amount of sections, the amount of
profiles for verifying temperature field rises faster, so the
labor coefficient is increasing as well.
The labor coefficient decreasing can be reached by using
artificial neural networks [24]. Training set for neural
network (NN) is created in the following way. Each vector
consists of TC verification results obtained for one profile of
the temperature field. Input neurons of NN accept measured
temperature values for all the sections of thermocouple (for
the given profile of the temperature field). Link between
segment number and number of input neuron should be kept.
Output of NN is absolute error of thermocouple that is
obtained during the verification in this profile of
temperature field. This error equals to deviation of total
error prediction for all segments of thermocouple from its
real error (for the given profile of the temperature field).
NN-based correction method provides labor coefficient
decreasing a few times. But it has some shortcuts. Its error
depends on CC drift heterogeneity of thermoelectrode
segments. Therefore, a residual error of the proposed
method should be analyzed. This error is caused by
individual heterogeneity of the CC drift process at each
segment of electrodes of thermocouple.
ТS1-1
-2

InN

ТS1-2
-2

InN

InN

-2

U NR – current value of thermo-e.m.f drift variation

for random segment;

HNk-1

A, ω MIN , r 3 ⋅ 2π

– amplitude,

coefficients, that are generated according to normal
distribution law within the range from zero to one,

ТS2-2
InN

r ∈ [0;1]

HNk

ТS2-n/2

(2)

sinusoidal initial frequency and phase, that simulates drift
variation for random segment; r1, r 2, r 3 – random

ТS2-1

-2

Experimental research of the proposed method does not
allow
investigating
completely
its
metrological
characteristics. Such investigations are strictly limited and
do not exhaust possible individual features of errors of
thermocouples and impact of their operating conditions.
Analytical research of error of the method requires
development of a set of mathematical models for individual
drift of CC of segments of thermoelectrodes. Thus, the
optimal method for the research of metrological
characteristics of the proposed method is simulation
modeling.
Training set for neural network is developed based on the
results [16] of error evaluation for chromel and alumel with
the electrodes' diameter of 1.2 mm and during the 1000-hour
operational time. These results are based on approximation
results of experimental research [19]. Each electrode
consists of 24 segments. Extreme segments (that are located
at the temperatures of hot and cold junctions, respectively)
did not change their temperature. Eight segments from the
rest were located in the gradient area of temperature field.
Changes of temperature field profile were done by parallel
shift of temperature field profile on 50 ˚C (change of
insertion depth is the most critical usage mode for a
heterogeneous thermocouple). Such change corresponds to
verification in 28 profiles of temperature field.
Each segment has its own variation of CC drift that has
been simulated by the sinusoid. This sinusoid has amplitude,
frequency and phase that change randomly. This
mathematical model can be described as

where

HN2
OutN

InN

ERROR OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

U NR = r1⋅ A sin((ωMIN + r 2 ⋅ ∆ω ) + r 3 ⋅ 2π )

∆ETCP

-2

3. METHOD FOR FOR RESEARCH OF THE NO EXCLUDED

HN1

ТS1-n/2
-2

hidden layer (sigmoid activation function) and one output
linear neuron. Number of input neurons is equal to number
of segments of a thermocouple. Number of hidden layer
neurons is less than half the number of verification results,
otherwise perceptron will become associated memory
without generalization properties. Temperatures of
corresponding segments are sent to the inputs of NN.

Maximum training set consists of 28 lines. Each row of the
training set simulates an evaluation result for one profile of
temperature field along the thermoelectrodes. In order to
decrease the verification labor coefficient of thermocouple,
we researched error change dependence while training sets
were reduced to 21, 14 and 7 rows. Decreasing the amount
of rows of the training set is performed in the same way - by
deleting forth row, third and fourth rows or second, third
and fourth rows out of each four rows. This approach

InN
Fig.2. Structure of neural network.

Structure of the NN for CC drift of thermocouple
decomposition is given in Fig.2. NN (a three layer
perceptron) contains an input layer (distributive neurons),
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Fig.4. shows the individual implementation of nonexcluded error of error correction dependence from acquired
inhomogeneity for seven verifications. As it can be seen
from Fig.4., the amplitude of most errors does not exceed
10 %, maximum deviation is located near the edges of the
graph, which correspond to a large change of temperature
field profile.

simulates decreasing the amount of verifications four times.
Testing set always remains constant. It always contains the
maximum training set (28 rows). Thus, the testing set is
used for research error of missed verifications.
Three-layer perceptron is used as neural network [26]. Its
input neurons perform only resending functions. Amount of
such neurons equals to total amount of segments of both
thermoelectrodes - 48. Main generalizing features have
neurons of the hidden layer. Sigmoid was used as an
activation function. Amount of neurons for the hidden layer
was determined experimentally, and equals to 3. This
amount is less than half from the amount of temperature
field profiles that were used for verification. Therefore,
there is no danger for the perceptron to use its generalization
features. Output neuron is linear, and its activation function
is 1. Artificial neural network was trained according to the
back-propagation algorithm using the Levenberg–Marquardt
method. Maximum epochs for training - 4000 (training time
is about 4 minutes).

15
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Error, %

5
3
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9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27

-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
Number of zone

Fig.4. Non-excluded correction error of inhomogeneity for rate at
5 % drift maximum irregularity for 7 verifications (average error is
3.2 %).

4. RESEARCH RESULTS
The
initial
temperature
field
profile
along
thermoelectrodes of inhomogeneous thermocouple was
formed as follows:
•
Zones from 1 to 8 – are at zero temperature (no drift of
conversional characteristic (CC));
•
Zones from 9 to 16 – are at 100 °С temperature
gradient for each area (drift of CC according [19]);
•
Zones from 17 to 24 – are at temperature 800 °С (drift
of CC according [19]).
Change of temperature field profile during experimental
research modeling of inhomogeneous thermocouple is done
stepwise by 50 °С. Then we get 28 temperature field profiles
for verification (both zones 1 and 24 remain at initial
temperatures). The steps for temperature field profile change
lay along the X-axis. The ratio of non-excluded error of
error correction from temperature field change along
thermoelectrodes to maximum value of this error

0
-5 1

Fig.5. shows non-excluded error of error correction
dependence of acquired inhomogeneity from the number of
verifications during individual error irregularity amplitude
of acquired inhomogeneity rate at 10 % from its maximum
value. As graph on Fig.5. shows, an average error value is
minor too, while maximum error is pretty large and
proportional to the maximum number of verifications
(although it is possible to expect an inverse dependence).

∆1D …

∆2DN for current conditions lay along the Y-axis.

Fig.5. Non-excluded error of correction error dependence of
acquired inhomogeneity from number of verifications for rate at
10 % drift speed maximum irregularity.

Fig.3. shows non-excluded error of error correction
dependence from acquired inhomogeneity from the number
of verifications at amplitude of individual error irregularity
of acquired inhomogeneity rate of 5 % from its maximum
value. As can be seen from Fig.2., the average value of error
correction is small, when maximum error is fairly high and
relatively weakly depends on the number of verifications.

As can be seen from Fig.6., which represents individual
implementation for error of error correction dependence
from acquired inhomogeneity for seven verifications,
maximum error does not exceed 15 % and is distributed
along all temperature field profiles.
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Fig.6. Non-excluded correction error of inhomogeneity rate at
10 % drift speed maximum irregularity for 7 verifications (average
error is 3.3 %, maximal is 15 %).

Fig.3. Non-excluded errors of error correction dependence from
acquired inhomogeneity from the number of verifications for rate
at 5 % drift maximal irregularity.
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Fig.7. shows error of correction error dependence of
acquired inhomogeneity from the number of verifications
for individual error irregularity amplitude from acquired
inhomogeneity rate at 15 % from its maximum value.
As can be seen in Fig.7., an average correction error value
is still minor (less than 5 %) and practically does not depend
on the number of verifications. Maximum error is relatively
small too and remains almost constant.

(for the most complex case). As Fig.9. shows, correction
error distribution law can be considered close to normal.
Peaks at 9 µV, -6 µV and -10 µV cannot be explained by
limited sample size. They are probably caused by features of
NN training analogically to peak at zone 28 in Fig. 4.
Therefore, probability of values calculated by neural
network with large deviation from verification results is
quite low.
Standard deviation σ for single implementation can be
defined according to the formula [22]:

σ=
where

1 n
∑ ( X i − M )2 ≈ 6 µV
n i =1

(3)

X i − M - absolute error of error correction values

from acquired inhomogeneity.
Calculations have shown that the estimation of nonexcluded correction error, defined within ±3σ range, is
±18.5 µV. Thus, 95 % of non-excluded error values at error
correction of acquired inhomogeneity after correction are
within ±18.5 µV or ±0.46 °С range from the mean.
Estimation of non-excluded error 90 % confidence interval
is ±12 µV or ±0.3 °С.

Fig.7. Non-excluded error of error correction dependence of
acquired inhomogeneity from number of verifications for rate at
15 % drifts maximum irregularity.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5

The following conclusions from the abovementioned
results of investigations of the method proposed in [17, 19]
acquired during operation time inhomogeneity of
thermocouple correction may be done:
1. Proposed method of inhomogeneity of thermocouple
correction acquired during operation time provides
correction for existing individual drift irregularity of
separate segments;
2. The simplest and the best developed NN - three-layer
perceptron for proposed method errors investigation was
used. Such NN allows correction at considerably less
amount of verifications (four times less);
3. The minimum amount of required verifications is
seven. Such number is chosen due to the following reasons:
•
constrains of the proposed method;
•
properties of the three-layer perceptron (according to
[21] its training stops if training vector set is too
small);
4. The proposed method allows considerable precision
increase for existing individual drift irregularity of separate
segments;
5. Distribution of nonexclusive error of error correction
acquired during operation time inhomogeneity of
thermocouples for existing individual drift irregularity of
separate segments is close to normal distribution.
6. Maximum nonexclusive error of correction from
individual drift irregularity of segments of thermoelectrodes
up to 15 % of maximum drift does not exceed 0.46 °С for
5 % level of significance.
7. The amount of big deviations of correction error from
NN forecast for individual drift irregularity of segments of
thermoelectrode greater than 15 % increases considerably;
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Fig.8. Non-excluded correction error of inhomogeneity rate at
15 % drift speed maximum irregularity for 7 verifications (average
error is 3.9 %, maximal error 24 %).

Fig.9. Distribution of absolute non-excluded error of correction
error for individual drift irregularity.

However, as can be seen from Fig.8., which represents
individual implementation for error of error correction
dependence from acquired inhomogeneity for seven
verifications, maximum error does not obviously correspond
to the maximum change of the temperature field profile.
Fig.9. shows distribution of non-excluded error of error
correction of acquired thermocouple inhomogeneity for rate
up to 15 % of maximum drift irregularity and during
reducing the number of temperature field profiles to seven
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